• The Kirklees Way is 72 miles (115km)
long. Here is a map of the route.
• It is waymarked. This means there are
signs to tell you where to go.
• It is 30 years old in 2020!

Go for a short walk. It could be in
your room, house or outside.

This graph shows the elevation of
the Kirklees Way, 50-600 metres.

As you walk, draw in your pad
when you go up and down to
make your own elevation graph.

Elevation is how high (600m) or
low (50m) the path gets.

Look at your finished elevation
graph and pick a section you like.

Add words on the
outside edge to
describe your walk.
How can you arrange
them along the line?

On a new page draw the section
you like but make it bigger
(enlarge it) so it fills the page.

Go for a short walk. It could be in your room,
house or outside in your garden. Be safe.
As you walk, look very carefully at everything
around you. Use your pad to write down eight
different things you see on your walk.

Follow the 12 steps to make
a paper snapper. The red
arrows show how to fold.
Use A5 paper or bigger.
Don’t use small paper as it
will be harder to fold
correctly.
You can put your thumbs and
first fingers in the holes at
the bottom.
Then you can use your
fingers to open and close the
snapper. (See below)

Folding paper to make things
is called origami.
You can turn your snapper
into a fortune teller by adding
some text to different parts.
Write 4 place names on the outside.

Use it for fun to tell your own
and others fortunes!

Write 8 things you spotted on your walk on
the inside (step 10).
Write 8 animals or people in the middle (step
9 - under the flaps).

Pick a place name (Batley) and count the
letters. Batley is 6 letters so open and close
the snapper 6 times. Next, pick a word from
the inside, count the letters and make the
moves. Pick again, but this time open the
flap and use the word underneath.
Your fortune: You are going to Batley with
your Mum, and you’ll see an ant and a mug!

